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Bedrooms: 5 Bathrooms: 4 Parkings: 2 Area: 771 m2 Type: House
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Designed to nurture families through all stages, this contemporary home in a peaceful cul-de-sac guarantees a stylish

lifestyle of absolute convenience. With desirable flexibility and an emphasis on relaxed living, this is an opportunity to

secure a 'like new' home in an outstanding location. Offered for the first time by the family that designed and constructed

it, why build when all the hard work has been done for you! Ideally situated, this residence offers a practical lifestyle with

West Pennant Hills Public School and Thompson's Corner Shopping Centre just 1300 metres away. For those commuting

to the city, the bus stop (New Line Road opposite Victoria Road) is only 700 metres and the Metro Station is easily

accessible with a comfortable 12-minute walk.With a north to rear aspect the light-filled residence showcases a

thoughtful floorplan with ample zones for even the largest of families to come together or enjoy quiet solitude. Designed

around a grand living space plus also offering a teen retreat and custom tiered floor cinema/media room with high end

Marantz and B&W system, this is a home that will always deliver in space and scale. A downstairs full-sized bedroom with

nearby full bathroom will appeal to those seeking multi-generational living arrangements. Ready to welcome even the

largest of families four generous bedrooms are all serviced by their own bathroom. The enormous mastersuite will delight

with huge proportions, custom wardrobes and a couple's ensuite bathroom. Hardwood flooring, crisp neutral paint,

ceilings fans and plantation shutters throughout add to the luxe and spacious feel of the accommodation quarters. Like

pulled from the pages of a magazine the impressive kitchen brings a true 'wow' moment to the heart of the home.

Meticulously selected, the space includes a dramatic three-metre stone topped island bench, stainless steel appliance

suite with Smeg gas cooktop, huge walk-in food store and a further butler's pantry. Stylish and practical the huge alfresco

area provides a perfect place to host friends and family while the wide, hedged lawns are ideal for children to play. A

current DA approved 'out building structure' offers further scope whilst there is ample remaining room for a swimming

pool STCA. A double auto garage, second-to-none storage, steel frame construction, feature chandelier, burglar alarm,

HEOS speakers throughout and four-zone ducted aircon complete the property. With absolutely nothing to do but move

in and begin your West Pennant Hills dream this fabulous residence will universally appeal for its flexible floorplan and

family-first lifestyle in one of the suburb's most convenient pockets.  Disclaimer: This advertisement is a guide only. Whilst

all information has been gathered from sources we deem to be reliable, we do not guarantee the accuracy of this

information, nor do we accept responsibility for any action taken by intending purchasers in reliance on this information.

No warranty can be given either by the vendors or their agents.


